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Md. women lead
tech industry

Suzanne E. Fischer-Huettner
Publisher, The Daily Record

W

omen in the U.S. make up about 59 percent of the national
labor force and almost 51 percent of the population.
Yet, just 30 percent of the tech industry is female.
The disparity is even more severe when you consider that
just 20 percent of chief information officer jobs at Fortune
250 companies were held by women in 2012.
In this issue of Path to Excellence, you’ll meet women in Maryland
who are leaders in the tech industry and in their communities. Some
have been on the ground floor of companies like AOL and others have
gone from working in the industry to leading their own companies.
Their stories are an inspiration to us all.
This month’s issue also highlights some ways in which women in
Maryland are giving back to their community.
On page 24, leaders of Maryland’s Giving Circle chapters share how
the groups pool their money to have a great philanthropic impact.
Giving Circles are all-volunteer groups that pool their money together
to donate to nonprofits in their county.
Harford County’s Giving Circle formed in 2010, for example, but has
140 members and has made donations to the Arrow Child and Family
Ministries for their Arrow Crossroads Community Equine Assisted
Therapy Program, CASA of Harford County to help their Transition
Aged Youth Initiative and other organizations.
On page 20, Habitat for Humanity leaders in Frederick and Harford
counties share the excitement surrounding their Women Build projects.
The projects, lead primarily by women, are intended to help women in
the community secure affordable housing.
This month’s Path to Excellence magazine is a combined issue, so
look for the next issue in February.
As always, feel free to contact me if you have story ideas or feedback
about Path to Excellence at Suzanne.Huettner@TheDailyRecord.com

Suzanne E. Fischer-Huettner

TECH TIP
Choose an online communication tool for your team and commit to
using it. At Betamore, we use a tool called Slack, which allows our
team to interact with each other and share files individually or as
a group. You can also set up community channels, which we
invite all of our members to join. It creates an open line of
communication between us and our “clients”, allowing us to
further improve their overall experience at Betamore.
Where to find it: https://slack.com/
How much?: Plans range from free to $12.50 monthly
Thank you to the Betamore team – Jennifer Meyer, Sean McElroy,
Michele Farquharson and Ali Lord for providing this month’s Tech Tip. If you have
a Tech Tip you’d like to have featured in an upcoming issue of Path to Excellence,
please contact Erin Cunningham at erin.cunningham@thedailyrecord.com
or 443-524-8155.
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WHAT’S IN YOUR PURSE?
In each issue of Path to Excellence, we’ll ask
a successful woman, “What’s in your purse?”
During her more than 20-year career, Wendy
Merrill has established herself as a trusted and
effective mentor for other women.
She’s so dedicated, she even snapped a photo for
a friend and mentee of a great purse she found at a
boutique. She knew the mentee was looking for a
new bag, large enough to store what she needed for
work and daily life.
It turned out the purse — a red Desigual bag —
was not a good fit for her mentee, but Merrill liked
it so much she looked for it online and got it for
$30 less than the in-store price.
“It’s a great work bag and purse,” said Merrill,
chief rainmaker at StrategyHorse Consulting
Group. “It’s very sturdy, and I love the color.”
The bag is large enough to hold her tablet, pens,
notebooks and the book “The Art of War.”
“So much of it applies to life and business,”
Merrill said.
Merrill launched the business development
strategy practice last year after serving as CEO at
Insurance Designers Inc. in Baltimore.
When asked whose purse she wanted to see
featured in this space, Merrill said Kait LeDonne,
owner of LeDonne Branding + Marketing.
LeDonne and her purse will be featured in
the March issue of Path to
Excellence.

Maximilian Franz/The Daily Record
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1. iPhone “with my Target $5 case.” The photo
is of a recent trip she took with her husband
and three children — Emma, Aidan and Noah
— to Disney.
2. Purple work notebook. “It’s my work Bible.”
3. Surface tablet with a pink case.
4. Pens. “I’m big on colored pens.”
5. Cough drops. “I’m just getting over a cold.”
6. Blue Advil. “They get Mama through
the day.”
7. List of tattoo parlors. “I’ve been thinking
about getting a tattoo forever.”
8. Keys with a key chain from her family’s
Disney trip in mid-September to celebrate
her son Noah’s fifth birthday.

3

9. Radley brand wallet. “I love the Scottie dog.”
10. Lipsmacker. “I’ve been using these since
I was 7. I cannot live without it.” Favorite
flavors are strawberry and Dr. Pepper.

4

2

5

17
9
7
14
15

11

13

14. Heart-shaped mirror.

6

18

1

20

12. Mickey Mouse Band-Aids. “In case of
emergency.”
13. StrategyHorse notebooks. “I give them to
my clients because it is designed for suit
pockets and purses to take notes during
networking. There are inspirational words
inside the jacket.”

16

10

19

11. Handkerchief. “My mom is big on
handkerchiefs. I always have one. They are
good for wiping kids’ mouths.”

8

15. Luna mini bar. “I always have these in case
I get hungry and need to grab something
quickly on the go between client meetings.”
16. Hair clip and comb. “Coming to a photoshoot
[with The Daily Record] today!”
17. Gum. “I’m never without gum.”

12

18. Business cards. “I’m always telling my
clients to never run out of business cards.”
19. “The Art of War” book. “So much of it
applies to life and business.”
20. Lipstick. “Always have two to five shades on
hand depending on my mood.”
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Kelly Keenan Trumpbour, founder of See Jane Invest, says women in Baltimore are defying the odds and rising through the tech business ranks — into positions where they can help other women
do so as well.

Women under-represented
in venture capital industry
Study: 6% of venture capital
firms have women partners;
2.7% have a female CEO
8

By Pete Pichaske
Special to The Daily Record

I

f you’re looking for a business that rivals the National
Football League for being male-dominated, you could
hardly do better than the venture capital industry — or
the companies it funds.
Study after study has confirmed this, but to cite just a
couple: A 2014 study by Babson College, a business school
in Massachusetts, found that only 6 percent of the partners

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2015

in venture capital firms were women; and that 85 percent of venture
capital-funded businesses have no women on the executive team; and
only 2.7 percent had a female CEO.
A 2015 study by Fortune Inc. found that women hold only 6
percent of the board seats on startups worth more than $1 billion,
and the boards of 60 percent of those companies have no women at
all.
With numbers like that, it’s no surprise female business leaders
in the area say there’s a huge need for more
women in the industry. And not just more
women, they say, but more diversity in
general, especially at the highest levels and
especially when dealing with technology.
“The more diverse any group is, the
more you’re going to get people who
look at problems differently,” said Kelly
Keenan Trumpbour, founder of See Jane
Invest, a Baltimore-based company that
helps women entrepreneurs and investors.
“Technology can be used for infinite
purposes and we may only be using it for a
teeny, tiny fraction of what it could do … I
just want to see a diverse group come into
tech and have some fun with it.”
Of course, there are more obvious
benefits to boosting the number of women
in the field — and more blatant drawbacks
to the current imbalance.
“I’ve known women startup owners who
go to pitch their idea to an investor, and
he wants to meet them in a hotel room,”
Trumpbour said. “Or they take them to an
event and then drape their hand over them.”
“Sometimes investors are blatant, misogynistic jerks,” said Jess
Gartner, CEO and founder of Allovue, a technology startup in
Baltimore that helps educators better allocate their resources by
analyzing budgets, tracking expenditures and the like. Such men are
easy to deal with, she said: You don’t. The trickier ones are the investors
who seem to be biased against women, but the bias is not explicit.
Gartner had some advice for women looking for capital: Focus on
sales and product-market fit, not fundraising.
“If your company is growing rapidly, the capital will follow,” she
said.
Local businesswomen were loaded with similar ideas for improving
the industry for women, such as attracting more women into the field
— ideally, the earlier the better. Female students should be steered
toward STEM subjects and technical degrees, they recommended;
and companies such as Girls Who Code, a national group that teaches
girls computing skills, should be replicated.
As for women already in the male-dominated business, good
female mentors are a must.
“As I progressed in my career, I realized more and more how
important that is,” said Meghan McGee, an investor at Camden
Partners, a private equity firm in Baltimore, who started at Camden

as a temp working at the front desk.
She said she learned early that women can come across as aggressive
or “moody when they say the same things as a man, but in a different
tone … I figured it was time to find a female mentor to figure out
how other women have dealt with that.”
She added: “It really is important because women have a completely
different perspective.”
While the women interviewed said it can be daunting for a woman
looking for funding to pitch her appeal to
a room full of men, more than one said a
strong pitch can overcome such obstacles.
“Most venture capitalists don’t care
whether anyone is male or female, or red,
white, blue or purple,” asserted Valerie
Gaydos, founder of the Angle Venture
Forum, a consortium of active angel
investors and president of Capital Growth
Inc., a venture capital data and information
publishing company. “All they’re interested
in is green. ‘Give me the financial case of
how I’m going to make money.’ ”
Similarly, Jamie Candee, president and
CEO of Questar Assessment Inc., which
provides educational assessment tools for
school systems, said a good idea, backed
by a strong management team and a strong
plan, will get you funding whether you’re
a man or a woman. And the opposite of all
that, she said, will get you nowhere.
“What I would strongly recommend,
if you’ve got a good idea and you’re trying
to figure out how to get funding, is be
confident and be thorough,” said Candee, whose company is backed
by Camden Partners. “People are going to sit across from you at the
table and try to find a reason why your business model is not going
to work. … Don’t let that deter you. Be focused, be confident and be
strong, and don’t let the number of ‘Nos’ you get prevent you from
moving forward.”
Gartner, of Allovue, said investors, male or not, will have to adapt
to the presence of female businesswomen if they expect to succeed.
“There’s an element of Social Darwinism at play here,” she said,
explaining that investors who take a “fair and thorough approach to
vetting companies, regardless of the race or gender of the founder”
are finding and backing successful young businesses. “The investors
who are sticking to the Old Boys’ Club method will miss out on those
opportunities.”
Trumpbour, of See Jane Invest, suggested that Baltimore, which
has four business incubators run by women, is an “incredible
example” of a city where women are defying the odds and rising
through the tech business ranks — into positions where they can
help other women do so as well.
“So how do you change things that are not fair in how women in
technology are represented?” she asked. “Do it the way we’ve been
doing it and keep at it.”

“I’ve known women startup
owners who go to pitch
their idea to an investor,
and he wants to meet them
in a hotel room. Or they
take them to an event
and then drape their
hand over them.”
Kelly Keenan Trumpbour,
founder of See Jane Invest
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FOCUS ON: TECH

POWERED BY WOMEN
MEET MARYLAND’S FEMALE TECH LEADERS

Women make up roughly 37.9 percent of Maryland’s technology workforce, according to data from the state’s
Department of Commerce. Educators and experts attribute the disparity to as far back as middle school, when
many young girls lose interest in science and math. You’ll learn more about the reasons for this drop off on
page 14. In this issue of Path to Excellence, you’ll meet several of the women who are leading the state’s tech
industry. They are leading some of the state’s most innovative companies as they improve cybersecurity, health
care and help to grow the next generation of female leadership in the tech industry.

ANNE A. BALDUZZI | SameGrain Inc.
As an early pioneer of the Internet, Anne A. Balduzzi has
more than 30 years of online expertise.
She was hired for an early version of AOL before joining
Apple Inc. as a product manager. And, that was all in her 20s.
She helped launch instant messaging and worked on the
first interactive computer game.
“Being on the ground floor of all of that was an amazing
experience,” she said.
When the Internet really took off, she started her own consulting
business, helping to launch international data centers and more.
She later began mentoring technology start-ups at The Emerging
Technology Center in Baltimore.
That gave Balduzzi the courage to start her own company, SameGrain
Inc.
However, the idea is one that she first had in the flip-phone era.

How often do people who should meet, not meet?
Balduzzi was sitting next to another woman on a flight —
both busily working on their laptops.
At the end of the flight when it was time to turn off
electronic devices, she and the other woman began talking
and realized they were from the same high school and actually
knew each other.
“That frustration stuck with me,” Balduzzi said.
In 2011, she started SameGrain, a “privacy first” social
platform that empowers people to discover in-depth multilevel connections beyond dating. The company’s online and mobile
apps enable people to locate and connect with others that share similar
backgrounds, interests, beliefs, health issues, professions and more;
whether they are around the corner or around the globe.
SameGrain’s proprietary matching algorithm and patent pending
technology elevate social discovery and help people match with others
that share multiple common threads, thereby enabling more meaningful
connections.

“BEING ON THE GROUND FLOOR
of all of that was an amazing experience.”
Anne A. Balduzzi, on working at AOL in its early days
10
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SHIRLEY COLLIER | Quotient Inc.
Shirley Collier, president of Quotient Inc. is a serial
technology entrepreneur and senior IT executive with
more than 25 years of experience.
Quotient is a woman-owned small business that provides
web based information technology solutions to federal
agencies to help them fulfill their public service missions.
She started her career in Louisiana after college as a
buyer for the state. The commodity was computers.
“I discovered that I loved it,” she said.
She became a programmer and jokes that she was one of the
programmers that created the Y2K problem that could have
disrupted computer operations around the world in 2000.
In the late 1980s, she moved to Maryland, where she started four
technology businesses over 15 years.
About a decade ago, Collier began consolidating and selling
those businesses. She then started some “fun projects,” including a
nonprofit organization and a computer research company that did
laser communications research for the U.S. Navy.
“I call them my hobby companies,” she said.
She joined Quotient as its president in May after serving as a strategic

consultant and advisor to the founders for two years.
Throughout her career, Collier has been devoted to
advancing women in the technology field.
She was an innovator 20 years ago, when she partnered
with the Howard County Public School System to launch
Computer Mania Day — a one-day festival intended to
excite middle-school girls about technology.
The program was a success and data show that the
percentage of high-school girls in elective IT classes in the
county rose from 20 percent to 50 percent.
“I remember when we first started the program in 1995,
many of the college professors said they noticed that boys don’t want
to have girls as lab partners,” Collier said. “It plays into the stereotype
that girls can’t do technology, and it’s just not true.”
In addition to working to engage more women and girls in
technology, Collier also has worked to demonstrate the value of
technology, particularly in disadvantaged communities.
“If we empower girls and women to pursue nontraditional careers
like in STEM, the economic returns are substantial,” she said. “And,
if girls do not embrace technology now, in 20 years they will be
unemployable.”
This is not a feminist cause. This is really a cause for our economy
as a whole and our global competitiveness as a nation,” she said.

“If girls do not embrace technology now,
IN 20 YEARS THEY WILL BE UNEMPLOYABLE.”
Shirley Collier

ZULY GONZALEZ | Light Point Security
Zuly Gonzalez is the co-founder and CEO of Light Point
Security, based in Catonsville.
She co-founded the firm to solve the biggest program in
cybersecurity today: web-based malware.
Gonzalez has more than 10 years of experience in the
U.S. federal government working to secure national security
information systems.
Gonzalez, who was born in Puerto Rico, and her cofounder both left the NSA to start the firm.
“We have a security product that protects organizations from computer
viruses spread through web browsers,” she said.

The firm launched in 2012, and by mid-2013, she said,
they had a beta version with paying customers.
“When we first started,” she said. “It was very hard. We
were kind of isolated. We had no idea all of the resources that
were available to us in Maryland.”
They joined bwtech@UMBC, a cyber incubator right
off the campus of the University of Maryland, Baltimore
County and gained the tools they needed to successfully run
the business.
Gonzalez says that while starting a business is a lot of hard
work, women can make it easier by not overthinking things.
“If it’s something you want to do, and you’re passionate about it, just
do it,” she said. “Don’t wait too long.”
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VICKI GUMTOW | CyberPoint
Vicki Gumtow and her husband started CyberPoint, a
cybersecurity firm, out of their condo in Baltimore.
They now have a location on the waterfront in
Baltimore’s Inner Harbor.
After taking some time off from work to raise her
daughters, Gumtow said the time was right to start the
firm in 2009.
And, she and her husband saw a need to provide
cybersecurity services and solutions for domestic and international
clients.
Gumtow, a native of Puerto Rico, said she had an early interest in
engineering in high school and later studied electrical engineering in
college, earning a master’s in computer science.

JULIE LENZER | U.S. Dept. of Commerce
Julie Lenzer considers herself a recovering entrepreneur and, at heart, a geek.
She founded and sold her own technology company
before working with other businesses and entrepreneurs
to help them navigate the waters of business success as
executive director of the Maryland Center for Entrepreneurship.
In May 2014 she was appointed as director of the Office of Innovation and Entrepreneurship within the Economic Development Administration at the U.S. Department of Commerce.
Kirk was tapped to rebuild the office while also getting a $15-million grant program on the streets and building a national advisory
council for the Secretary of Commerce.
Six months later, Kirk had built a team of six people, successfully
launched the grant program, and announced the members of the advi-

JENNIFER MEYER | Betamore
Jennifer Meyer is the CEO of Betamore, a Baltimore-based,
award-winning co-working space, incubator and campus for
technology and entrepreneurship.
Betamore was founded in 2012 by Greg Cangialosi, Sean
Lane and Mike Brenner. Meyer joined as CEO in January at
the same time it was transitioning to a nonprofit organization
by merging with the former Greater Baltimore Technology
Council. At that time, Betamore expanded its current offerings
by fully subscribing its incubation and coworking space and expanding its
educational training. In addition, Betamore launched an advisory board,
community membership and BaltimoreTech.org.
“Given the mission of Betamore, it’s much more suited to be a
nonprofit,” said Cangialosi, who is chairman of Betamore and also the
12

From there, she began working in the commercial
airline industry. She later worked at a federal contracting
company.
At CyberPoint, Gumtow says she works to ensure
that her firm gives back to the community. She initiated
CyberPoint’s corporate sponsorship of Baltimore’s Cristo
Rey Jesuit High School. This was the company’s first
community service initiative to educate children from
low-income families in the city. In 2012 she established
— and continues to actively foster — the vision for
CyberPoint’s philanthropic mission to give children and young adults
access to the educational opportunities and resources they need to
lead a happy, healthy life, pursuing their dreams as they contribute to
the community. She currently serves on the board of The Baltimore
Community Foundation.

sory council, which includes such high-level leaders as the
co-founder of AOL and the President of Clemson University.
“We are focused on helping communities build capacity to support innovation and entrepreneurship as way to
create jobs,” she said. “For example, we fund incubators
and accelerators in communities and universities to help
them commercialize technology.”
Lenzer also is the founder and former CEO of the Path
Forward Center for Innovation and Entrepreneurship, a
nonprofit that helps women start and build growth-oriented businesses.
A mother of two daughters, she is the author of the “The ParentPreneur Edge, What Parenting Teaches About Building a Successful
Business.”
She serves on the board of the Girl Scouts of Central Maryland,
helping the organization introduce girls to the STEM fields — science, technology, engineering and mathematics — and understand
that geek is chic.

CEO of MissionTix.
That mission includes making Baltimore a leading global
entrepreneurship destination that aligns business, government,
nonprofits and centers of education for entrepreneurs who
drive creative communication. Since opening, Betamore has
had more than 8,500 people worldwide attend its classes and
events.
The organization has 30 companies operating on its campus
and more than 100 affiliated companies, Meyer said. All of
Betamore’s classes and workshops are open to the public. “We
work tirelessly to support growing companies and individuals
who are driving innovation and entrepreneurship in Baltimore,” she said.
Despite all of its success, Cangialosi said it still feels like the beginning
for Betamore. “There is so much growth here in Baltimore and we are
just getting started,” he said.
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PARIS PITTMAN | AOL
Paris Pittman was a technical recruiter at AOL for more
than four years until becoming a program manager at the
company’s Baltimore office four months ago.
However, Pittman says her interest in and knack for
technology started at an early age. As a preteen, Pittman
says she built her first computer and began going online.
She began doing recruiting work for General Electric
after graduating college.
“That’s what really started out my career,” Pittman said.
She later began taking tech-focused classes and changed her career
path.

“Women can change their careers relatively easily with
the tech fields,” she said.
The position she is in now is the first that is not focused
on recruitment. As program manager, Pittman is focused
on building talent pipelines for AOL locations and brands
nationwide.
“I feel like where I am now is kind of where I should be,”
Pittman said. “The position I’m in now is really needed. I
love the networking element.”
Pittman also has become a well-known leader in
Maryland’s female technology community. She is launching the
upcoming Baltimore Women in Technology website and organizes
many local technology events, including the Baltimore Hackathon.

“WOMEN CAN CHANGE THEIR CAREERS
relatively easily with the tech fields.”
Paris Pittman

ROBIN WIENER | Get Real Health
Robin Wiener was working at a technology firm when the
“dot com” world fell apart in 1999.
It was then that she and two of her co-workers decided to
“take our own destinies in our hands” and started Get Real
Health.
The award-winning global health information
technology is a pioneer in providing an untethered PHR
solution at a system-wide level to healthcare organizations, non-profits and
governments around the world. Its flagship product — InstantPHR®
— is a bidirectional data sharing patient engagement platform with tools
that empower patients to be an active part of their care team
Wiener says that she and her business partners Mark Heaney and
Jason Harmon started the company in 2001. They all had ties to people
with chronic illness and they saw the need for technology to be able to
help people better manage their condition.
Then, after Hurricane Katrina, they had an “aha” moment, recognizing
that so many people would have similar issues because they were
relocating or the records were destroyed.
“And we thought, ‘Wouldn’t it be neat if we could actually build

something that could help people?’ This was right after
[Hurricane] Katrina, and we saw all these people coming out
of New Orleans having lost everything. They were getting
relocated to Houston, Dallas, and other places. They lost
their doctors. They lost their hospitals. They lost their files,”
Wiener said.
Why couldn’t all of that data sit someplace safe,” Wiener
said. “Then, no matter where you are in the world, you can
access it.”
That’s where Get Real Health comes in.
Then a few years ago, Wiener’s son Ben was diagnosed with Type 1
diabetes and ended up using the technology that the company developed
to manage his condition.
“You’re able to see the information and do something with it,” she said.
“I can get an alert on my phone about sugar levels for my son.”
Get Real Health now has customers throughout the U.S., as well as in
Australia, Europe and Canada. Wiener says plans also are underway to
expand into the Middle East.
She gives a lot of the credit to her supportive husband and incredible
staff.
“I’m empowered by the people around me to be able to achieve some
really fantastic things,” Wiener said. “It takes a team.”

“I’M EMPOWERED BY THE PEOPLE AROUND ME
to be able to achieve some really fantastic things.
It takes a team.”
Robin Wiener
PATH TO EXCELLENCE 		
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Professors: Female
students battle self doubt
14
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By Erin Cunningham • Erin.Cunningham@TheDailyRecord.com

F

ewer than 20 percent of students taking technology-related courses at the
University of Maryland, Baltimore County are female.
That is a trend seen in colleges and universities nationwide that has
ripple effects across the tech sector at companies, including Facebook,
Microsoft, Twitter and others.

In
August,
Twitter
publicly
to four female students. That number
committed itself to boosting its share of
has grown to as many as six.
female employees from 34 percent to 35
Vargas said she works to mentor
percent by next year. It also set a goal
her female students and grow their
of increasing the number of women in
confidence.
technical jobs from 13 percent to 16
“For me, it’s critical to provide other
percent. The company also pledged to
female role models,” she said. “They get
increase diversity in other areas.
excited to see other women in the field.”
Penny Rheingans, a computer scientist
Last year, Montgomery College
and director of UMBC’s Center for Women
and 13 other colleges in Maryland
in Technology, said part of the center’s goal
received grant funding from the U.S.
is to increase diversity. A scholars program
Department of Labor to develop a cyber
gives female students the support — and
pathway for students to land jobs in the
sense of community — that they need in
cybersecurity field.
Penny Rheingans, director of University of Maryland,
order to thrive, she said.
So far, 600 students have enrolled
Baltimore County’s Center for Women in Technology
Rheingans is the center’s third
at Montgomery College, according
director since it launched in 1998, but
to Frank Skinner, director of Cyber
the first who is a technologist.
Pathways
Across
Maryland
at
She says that a lot of what keeps
Montgomery College.
female students away from technology-related courses has to do with
“About 10 percent of cyber professionals are women,” Skinner said.
perception — and self doubt.
“We have 20 to 25 percent female. I’d like to see it higher.”
“As a minority,” she said of students’ thought process. “I am the
Dr. Karen Olmstead, dean of Salisbury University’s Richard A.
only one in this room who looks like. Maybe I’m not supposed to be Henson School of Science and Technology, said that less than 20
here.”
percent of computer science degrees are awarded to women.
This year the center’s scholars program included about 100 female
“That is just not enough,” she said. “There is a lot of work to be
students, and another 150 took part as affiliates.
done.”
Scholars meet regularly with faculty, take part in internal
More women, she said, have started enrolling in biological sciences,
mentoring and receive support from each other in a community-like while engineering, physics and computer science traditionally have
setting.
fewer female graduates.
Silvia Vargas, an instructor and associate professor in cybersecurity
Like at UMBC, Olmstead said that Salisbury University recognizes
and networking at Montgomery College, has been teaching at the the value of supporting the community of female students studying
college since 2008 and says the number of female students has always science, technology, engineering and math. Among other things,
been smaller than the number of male students.
Salisbury University pays for students to attend conferences, helps
Vargas, who also is lead adviser for the cybersecurity program, them meet with other accomplished women and supports them
says, however, that there has been some improvement.
taking on leadership roles on campus.
In past years, out of a 24-student classroom she would have three
“I always think that is money well spent,” Olmstead said.

“I am the only one in
this room who looks
like. Maybe I’m not
supposed to be here.”

MORE ON WOMEN AND TECHNOLOGY
Girl Scouts of Central Maryland are pushing to get young girls involved in STEM fields.
PAGE 16
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STEM LESSONS START EARLY
Maryland programs engage young girls in technology, more

By Gina Gallucci-White

An initiative by HCPL and the Harford County Office of Information
and Communication Technology, the workshop filled up a day and a half
or years, coding and technology were largely seen as classes for after registration opened. The girls used Google’s CS First Fashion &
boys and career fields for men. More recently, there has been Design program for the workshop.
a push to engage young girls. Much of the focus has been on
“They seemed to be really engaged in what they were learning and
reaching students earlier.
designing their fashions,” Hastler said.
That is a smart approach, according to Dr. Karen Olmstead,
She said the subject was a good way to show how coding can make a
dean of Salisbury University’s Richard A. Henson School of difference in an economy, a product or a business.
Science and Technology.
“Not only did they learn new skills but, also, when they could take the
“Everything tends to fall apart
product that they were using and
in middle school,” Olmstead said.
build on it when they left” offered
“I think ultimately that’s where
a great learning experience.
a lot of the efforts should be
The Girls Empowerment
focused.”
Mission program has helped
It’s at the middle-school age,
engage students in STEM careers
Olmstead says, when societal
through visits to the Maryland
influences begin to take over.
Science Center, meeting with three
Young girls think it’s not “cool” to
Whiting-Turner Contracting Co.
be smart or like science, math and
engineers and attending a STEM
technology.
fair at Bryn Mawr School.
“Then it’s a slippery slope,” she
“I think that a lot of girls,
said. “They become less engaged.”
in particular from low-income
The Girl Scouts of Central
homes, don’t get encouraged
Maryland offer a number of
to go into [STEM] fields,” said
science, technology, engineering
Debbi Weinberg, group founder.
Submitted Photo
and math (STEM) programs.
“We open up [the girls’] eyes to
Girl Scouts participate in STEM activity days at the Girl Scouts of Central Maryland’s Seton Urban
Tech Savvy Girls is a workshop Program & STEM Center.
everything from art to science and
series where girls create video
everywhere in between. We want
games, learn to code and design websites. They also have a First Lego the girls to realize they can do anything that interests them.”
League robotics team, which offers participants the opportunity to learn
Next school year, high school students in the state will be able to take
how to program robots and create solutions to problems posed during an Advanced Placement class in computer science. One of the people
team building exercises. In addition to programs and workshops, the who worked to establish this class is University of Maryland, Baltimore
group recently hosted their inaugural STEAM festival on Nov. 14 where County computer science professor Dr. Marie desJardins. With such low
Girl Scouts could explore career options.
numbers for women and minorities in the field, she wanted to establish a
“(STEM is) emerging as the new frontier for girls and women,” said class for students and instruct teachers through a program called CS4HS
Danita Terry, GSCM’s director of communications and media relations. to help them make computing more appealing to all different kinds of
“The world is getting more technically advanced and if children, students.
specifically girls in our case, learn more about STEM, become more
“A diverse team working on engineering problems produce better,
familiar with it and more competent in it, it will keep them on pace in more robust solutions than more heterogeneous teams,” desJardins said.
both the work world and the research world.”
In October, the
A great example is the adult male crash test dummies used solely
Abington Library hosted a computer coding workshop for middle school- for years while testing vehicle safety. Many women and children were
aged girls called Craft the Code.
injured or killed because the dummies only tested impacts on adult male
“We wanted to do coding for girls because we think it’s a population bodies — not ones with smaller, different frames.
that we could support, nurture a little bit and make it fun for them,” said
“I can guarantee you that if there had been women on the engineering
Mary Hastler, Harford County Public Library CEO. “We know, if we team in equal numbers, they would have thought of the fact that their
make it fun for them, we keep their interest.”
crash test dummies were not diverse,” she said.
Special to The Daily Record
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By the Numbers
Women and
Information
Technology

57

Percent of
professional
occupations in the
2014 U.S. workforce
held by women

26

1.2 million

Number of U.S. computing-related
job openings expected by 2022

39

49

Percent of these jobs
that could be filled by
U.S. computing
bachelor’s degree
recipients by 2022
Percent of 2014
Intel Science and
Engineering Fair
(ISEF) finalists
in Biochemistry
who were female

32

6

Percent of
professional
computing
occupations in the
2014 U.S. workforce
held by women

56
47
20

Percent of corporate
Chief Information
Officer (CIO)
positions held by
women in 2014

Percent of Advanced Placement (AP)
test-takers in 2014 who were female
Percent of AP Calculus test-takers in 2014
who were female
Percent of AP Computer Science testtakers in 2014 who were female

24

Percent of 2014
ISEF finalists in
Mathematics who
were female

57
18

Percent of 2013 bachelor’s degree recipients
who were women

14

Percent of 2013 Computer Science bachelor’s
degree recipients at major research
universities who were women

37
7

Percent of 1985 Computer Science bachelor’s
degree recipients who were women

Percent of 2014
ISEF finalists in
Computer Science
who were female

26

Percent of computing
workforce who were
women in 2014

3

Percent of computing
workforce who were
African-American
women in 2014

5

Percent of computing
workforce who were
Asian women in 2014

1

Percent of computing
workforce who were
Hispanic women
in 2014

Percent of 2013 Computer and Information
Sciences bachelor’s degree recipients who
were women

Percent decline in the number of first-year
undergraduate women interested in majoring
in Computer Science between 2000 and 2014

Sources: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2014 (Occupational Category: 15–0000); Harvey Nash,
2014; Includes new and replacement jobs and assumes current undergraduate degree (CIP 11) production levels persist; College
Board AP Program Summary Report, 2014 (Calculus AB & BC, Computer Science A); Intel ISEF finalist breakdown by gender, 2014
(unpublished); National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), 2013 (CIP 11); 2012-2013 CRA Taulbee survey (Computer Science);
The American Freshman: Forty Year Trends, 1966-2006, The American Freshman: National Norms Fall 2014, Higher Education
Research Institute (HERI).

www.ncwit.org | info@ncwit.org | 303.735.6671 | Twitter: @ncwit
Strategic Partners: National Science Foundation, Microsoft, Bank of America, Google, and Intel | Investment Partners: Avaya, Pfizer, Merck, AT&T, Bloomberg, and Hewlett-Packard
Copyright © 2006-2015 | Version 04032015
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7 ways to leverage your
time with technology

By Rebecca Matias
Special to The Daily Record

T

echnology is ever changing in the current fast paced world we live in.
Most people find it hard to keep up with it all. The key to keeping up
with it is to identify what technological gadgets and applications you
resonate with that are in service to you and not the other way around.
Feeling as though you have to keep up with something will only
contribute to overwhelm and shutting down or procrastinating. When women
get into overwhelm they spin their wheels and nothing gets done. Not every new
technology is for each person such as how one person loves an iPhone and another
an android. In a world where the average American uses electronic media for
11+ hours a day, the concept of technology helping to leverage your time versus
consuming your time can seem daunting.
Implementing these 7 Must Do Habits can and will give you your time back.

everything you can literally choose from
thousands of options to customize what
works for you. What calendar system is best
for you? What health monitoring apps are
right for you? What social media apps for
you are of service? For my business I use
Periscope to broadcast training videos in real
time. You can follow me on periscope by
searching for the username @rebeccamatias.
I also use twitter, facebook, instagram
and linked in. Do what works for you and
customize the techologies so that they are in
service to you and not the other way around.

4. Unplugging
1. Boundaries

The majority of studies
show that multi-tasking
actually hinders
productivity.

Most women struggle with creating and
keeping the boundaries they set. When
setting a new boundary such as choosing to
unplug at 6 p.m. every evening to recharge
and relax, you have to keep your word to
yourself as though you would keep your word
to a loved one. When you set boundaries for
yourself and keep them, it cultivates self-trust
and when you trust yourself fully everything
in your life works in miraculous ways.

2. Self Discipline
Self-discipline is born out of self-trust and
self-trust is cultivated from self-discipline.
When you are working toward a goal and
follow through on the action steps required
to meet that goal you strengthen your
belief in yourself and what you can and
will accomplish. This creates a forward and
positive momentum from which you can
accelerate the pace at which you achieve
goals. Start small and parent yourself like
you would a child. If a child wants to stay

18

up late on a school night for example, the
parent would ensure the child went to bed at
a decent time and got adequate sleep. You’ll
need to do the same when inner resistance
comes up regarding what action step you
may be resistant to taking. When you
continue to do this you cultivate your “selfdiscipline muscle” and before you know it a
new healthy habit will be automatic.

3. Customize
In a world where there is an app for

Statistics show that most people are
exposed to electronic media 11-plus hours
per day. This contributes to what many
doctors call “brain fog” and ultimately
declines ones health and positions them
for being more susceptible to diseases
like Alzheimer’s and dementia. Setting
boundaries around when you check
email and social media and how often
and honoring those rules like you would
enforce for your children, will give you the
opportunity for real connection to yourself
and others.

5. Take a Stand for What Works for You
Try different things out and see what
you are drawn to and make note of what
is working and not working. Different
technologies work for different times in
your life. Are you an early adapter? Do
you embrace new technologies or do you
run from them? Stick to what is working
regarding the technologies you use but also
SEE TIME page 36
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Accent-u-ate the Positive
In my last column, I wrote about my networking
enough for a high-level communications professional.
and how it has helped me achieve my goals. I was
I had to sound better than that. I worked hard with
a bit surprised how the column spread on social
a professional coach, and found “my” speaking voice,
media, especially via WeChat, a Chinese medium
the one allowing me to sound naturally credible, and
similar to Facebook. Apparently, the subject piques
authoritative.
interest in more parts of the world than I imagined
The extra effort was great for me. Not only did
it might. Closer to home, I am still hearing from
it help with my immediate work, it also opened my
people at functions both social and professional that
eyes to many of the things which are useful and even
my story and the points I made about networking are
necessary for personal and professional success. It
a good model for Asian Americans getting ahead in
helped me take stock of my talents and attributes, and
By Dottie Tiejun Li
America. Much of what I write about and teach, of
also the areas where I needed to sharpen up.
Special to The Daily Record
course, is universal, and some is quite specific to Asian
. Because of that, I have to say that smoothing out
Americans. But I am always happy to hear that some
my accent is the single best thing I ever did for my
people think of me as someone who makes Chinese
career.
people proud.
Believe it or not, accent modification is controversial
What most people do not know is the first step that
in some quarters. There are people with a strong
helped propel me on my way. And it’s a step I needed
ethno-centric viewpoint who think it is wrong, racist
help to take. Long before I got to networking, or
even, to neutralize an accent. But there is a reason we
personal branding, I had a flaw, a weakness to correct.
often see top-notch Asian American professionals in
And that was how I spoke. What you might call
science, industry, academia, business and government
my accent. You see, I was born and raised in China,
fail to make it as far as their talents should, to
and, of course, Chinese is my first language. Then
become leaders and managers. And that reason
I was taught British English by Chinese teachers, so
is they lack proper communication skills in our
my second language had distinctly English articulation over the American workplace, and sometimes have thick accents and incorrect
remnants of Asian intonation. Then another layer of pure Southern grammatical structures, all of which can easily marginalize them.
molasses was poured on during the two-and-a-half years I lived in
A major government agency, as is often the case, wanted me to
Mobile, Alabama after I first landed on these shores. The word “pen” work with some of their Asian American personnel to improve their
was coming out of my mouth sounding like “pay-un” by the time I communication skills. While the individuals were quite brilliant
moved north to Washington.
in their fields, they were being held back by, yes, their difficulty in
When I made my first professional transition, from broadcast communicating and their poor cross-cultural skills. But managers
journalism into the corporate world, I was lucky enough to be realized the immediate need was to clear up their speech in order for
employed by a large company which valued me enough to pay for them to achieve at least a proficient level of communication. But then
lessons to smooth out my speech. It was good for them, as I was
their spokesperson. I was understandable, but that is not good
SEE LI page 36

Long before I got
to networking, or
personal branding, I
had a flaw, a weakness
to correct. And that
was how I spoke.
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Photos by Maximilian Franz/The Daily Record

Heather Bussard (on ladder) and Mercedes Unfried, volunteers from Rosemore Inc., work on the Habitat for Humanity home in Havre de Grace. The volunteers are rebuilding the home for a single
mother as part of the Women Build 2015 project.
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BUILDING

EMPOWERMENT

Women provide majority of labor in Habitat for Humanity home-building program
By Meg Tully • Special to The Daily Record

S

andra Hopkins has volunteered for Habitat for
Humanity in the past, but this year she had a new job:
painting two-by-fours that would be used for framing
the house bright pink.
“What doesn’t look good in pink?” she said with
a smile.
The two-story home being erected at 518 North
Adams Street in Havre de Grace by Habitat for Humanity
Susquehanna has a pink frame for a reason – it is being
completed with a majority of the labor coming from women.
The project arose from a national partnership “Women Build”
between Habitat for Humanity International and Lowe’s.
The projects are proving popular in Maryland. Habitat of
Humanity of Frederick County is in the final planning stages
for the first Women Build project in that area. It will be
located on Park Avenue in Brunswick.
“This is a wonderful opportunity for women to come From left, Mercedes Unfried and Christine George, volunteers from Rosemore Inc., cut insulation at the
out to a build site, perhaps for the first time, and learn new Habitat for Humanity home.
construction skills, while helping to build a home for a family
who otherwise couldn’t afford one,” said Bethany Miller, the director Adams, and she will make interest-free mortgage payments, complete
of community development at Habitat in Frederick County. “I think financial literacy and home ownership classes, and contribute “sweat
it’s truly a crossroads of empowerment, our ladies our empowered by equity” by helping on the build.
learning new skills and realizing their full abilities while providing
Hopkins, the 2016 incoming president for the Harford County
the empowerment that comes with homeownership to a family in chapter of the Women’s Council of REALTORS, volunteered with
need.”
her organization and also serves as the mentor for the woman who
Women Build projects are also intended to benefit women who need
affordable housing. A single mother will own the house at 518 North
SEE BUILDING page 22
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BUILDING
Continued from page 21

will own the home.
“I think for her it’s given her something to look
forward to,” Hopkins said. “She’s really struggled
and to be able to give her family a home is really
important to her.”
Habitat tore down the dilapidated house that had
been donated to them by Wells Fargo and it is erecting
a two-story new home in its place. Hopkins said that
it will contribute to the revitalization of Havre de
Grace, which was ranked as the 11th best small town
in the country by BestChoiceReviews.com.
“It was fun that it’s deemed a Women’s Build and
really showing that women are an active part of the
community,” Hopkins said.
The project’s funding includes a large gift from the
Women’s Giving Circle of Harford County and from
the Harford County Government.
Habitat for Humanity Susquehanna Executive
Director Karen Blandford said they have done several
Women Build projects over the years and some women
find it less intimidating.
“What I hear most often is but I don’t know how to
do anything, and really the majority of our volunteers
it’s how they come to us, and it’s our job to teach you
these things,” Blandford said.
That was the case for Crystal Adams, who
volunteered with Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority. Adams
spent a recent October day with other members
installing insulation at the house and filling cracks
with caulk.
Maximilian Franz/The Daily Record
“Everyone was coming together to build a home,
From left, Heather Bussard, Christine George, Dominique Vernon, Amy Vance and Mercedes Unfried pose in front
and it actually gave us the confidence that not only
of the Habitat for Humanity house they are helping to build.
could we build it, we could help someone in the
community,” Adams said.
When her mother’s home flooded recently, Adams
and her sister volunteered to replace that insulation too, saying that ownership committee, she said they were glad the insulation helped
they had just done it on the Habitat project.
them meet their goals for acting green and family strengthening.
Since the sorority was founded by women, its members appreciated
“It’s not only giving them a house, it’s giving them a community,”
participating in this project. And as co-chair of the environmental Adams said.

To get involved …
To contact Habitat for Humanity Susquehanna, visit www.habitatsusq.org or call 410-638-4434.
To get involved on the Brunswick site, e-mail Habitat for Humanity of Frederick County
at volunteer@frederickhabitat.org.
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gan State University’s Graves
School of Business.
Fortenberry was the speaker
for the university’s new Gender and Leadership Series at the
university, founded by Anika
Simpson, founding coordinator
of MSU’s Women and Gender
Studies Program, and Karen
Proudford, a lecturer at the business school.
“Sometimes in an academic environment we can operate
in our silos. I think it’s a huge
benefit to our students so that
we can offer a fresh perspective,”
said Proudford.
The professors want to expose their students to “dynamic, senior women” to help them
understand how gender impacts
leadership decisions, said Simpson. The series will give students
Maximilian Franz/The Daily Record
the chance to hear from African
Monique Fortenberry, deputy executive director of the Federal Trade Commission, recently spoke with students at Morgan State University.
American women in leadership
positions. The next event in the
series will be held in February
with Betty Fleurimond, director
for higher education at Deloitte.
While Fortenberry radiates
confidence when mentoring stuBy Anamika Roy
dents, she calls herself “the reluctant executive.” Not because she doesn’t
Anamika.Roy@TheDailyRecord.com
like her job, but because she often questioned whether she should even
be in that position.
t’s easy to be impressed and even a little envious of Monique Forten“I didn’t see myself as a leader,” she said. “I’ve been on this journey to
berry’s professional accomplishments. Currently the deputy execu- believe in myself and see myself as a leader.”
tive director of the Federal Trade Commission, Fortenberry spent
Even though she questioned herself and didn’t see many African-Amermore than a decade with the Small Business Association and has ican women in leadership roles, Fortenberry knew that she had a somebeen part of the Senior Executive Service, the highest governmental thing to offer as a leader in government.
position above presidential appointees, since 2009.
“There was a part of me that thought I could be of service in that kind
Fortenberry attended Northwestern University and graduated with of position.”
honors in history. She went straight to Georgetown Law School after
The opportunity to speak to a room full of future business students
that, clerked for a judge and went up the ranks as a lawyer and in public at the historically black college was her chance to show them that they
service.
can make it too.
But that’s not the full story.
“I feel a strong sense of duty,” she said. “It will have been a waste if I
While at Northwestern, Fortenberry had to go through college as don’t open doors for other people.”
though every semester might be her last. Crippled by financial hardships
During her presentation, Fortenberry asked the 50 students in the
at home, the Chicago native spent a lot of her time at the bursar’s office, room to write down their “dream come true” career path on a card. She
trying to figure out how she was going to pay tuition. Ultimately, her then read cards one-by-one and applauded each of the students’ dreams.
parents gave up their home so Fortenberry could finish college.
One person wrote that they wanted to be a high school principal, while
When in search for a job after law school, Fortenberry called 61 judges another wanted to fix up Baltimore while keeping it affordable. Some had
before the Hon. Frederick D. Dorsey from the D.C. Superior Court hired goals that would take them outside the city, such as owning a record label.
her.
Fortenberry applauded every single dream.
“When I hear my bio, I get a little concerned that the story, my bio is
“I need you to know I’m keeping the seat warm for you,” she said. “ We
told as well,” Fortenberry recently said to a room full of students at Mor- have to take care of each other.”

FTC official shares
story of struggle,
success with
Morgan State
students

INSPIRING THE NEXT GENERATION
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GIVING BACK
Women pool money to serve a cause in Giving Circles

By Gina Gallucci-White

group but usually includes site visits and a membership vote.
Some Giving Circles, including those in Baltimore, Harford and
Anne Arundel counties, get their funding solely through annual
Penny Wald lived in Alexandria, Va. for 40 years, but in 2006, she membership fees.
moved to Baltimore.
“The more members we have to put money into that pot, the more
“I wasn’t very good at knowing how to move to a new place,” she grants we have to give out for the year,” said Jodi Davis, Harford
said. Wanting to get involved with the community, she decided to County Giving Circle president. “One of the things we have learned
look into a Women’s Giving Circle — a philanthropic all-volunteer over the last five years is organized philanthropy was traditionally
group that pools its money to donate to nonprofits in their county.
[thought of only] for the wealthy, but collaborative giving in a
“What better way to meet new women friends and find out about women’s circle allows lower entry points to giving, and I think that
what the needs of the community are and what’s
was a big deal for women.”
going on to address those needs than to join the
Other groups, like that in Howard County, were
Baltimore Women’s Giving Circle,” she said.
formed with an endowment and do fundraisers
Today, Wald serves as group co-chair with Peggy
throughout the year to raise money for grants.
Schapiro, who joined a year after the organization
“We believe in philanthropy, and we believe that
was founded in 2001. Last year, the group gave out
everyone can be a philanthropist no matter what the
grants to several organizations designed to go to
level,” Bruno said. “It’s very important to us that we
specific programs. Turnaround Inc. was awarded
don’t have dues because we want to encourage the
a two-year $50,000 grant to aid a job readiness
philosophy and the way of life of philanthropy.”
program for sex trafficking victims.
Giving Circles are a great way for women to create
The St. Francis Neighborhood Center received
change and make an impact in their community,
a $20,000 grant to continue its Power Project —
according to Maureen Cavaiola, president of Anne
a year-round afterschool program for children
Arundel County’s Women Giving Togethe. “Giving
between ages 5 and 14.
Circles are relatively new, and they are one of the
Jodi Davis, Harford County
“There is such power in pooling our money
neatest tools where women are not only in charge of
Giving Circle president
together to serve a cause,” said Megan Bruno,
their money but the collective impact they wish to
Howard County Giving Circle chair. “I, as an
make in their communities.”
individual, am not in a position financially to make
AAWGT awarded just over $100,000 to nine area
a tremendous dent in an organization; but when
organizations this year including $10,000 to the
I, and a group of women or people with the same ideas, pool our Anne Arundel Community Action Agency’s Green Summer Works
money together, [we can] make a great impact. That’s huge. That’s program, which gives low-income students paid work experience at
an opportunity that doesn’t come around with a lot of organizations. environmental organizations.
With all circles, that’s the philosophy behind them. You create a
Harford County’s Giving Circle began in 2010, yet already has
community in a community with the same vision, and you have such 140 members. Some of their recipients include a $4,000 grant to
power when you pool your money together and your minds really.”
the Arrow Child and Family Ministries for their Arrow Crossroads
This year, Howard County’s group gave out its largest grant yet — Community Equine Assisted Therapy Program and a $5,000 grant
$80,000 over a three-year period to Junior Achievement of Central to CASA of Harford County to help their Transition Aged Youth
Maryland to create a new entrepreneur afterschool program for girls. Initiative.
Nonprofits serving women and families are eligible for grants
“You don’t think $3,000 or $4,000 or $5,000 is going to make a
through their local circle group. Selection of winners varies for each difference to some of the nonprofits but it does,” Davis said.
Special to The Daily Record

“You don’t think
$3,000 or $4,000 or
$5,000 is going to
make a difference to
some of the nonprofits
but it does.”
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Maryland business lands
on Oprah’s favorite things

Husband, wife co-owners have seen spike in sale of personalized cutting boards

By Erin Cunningham
Erin.Cunningham@TheDailyRecord.com

“It’s putting us on
the map. It’s huge.”
Kim Strassner, co-owner
of Words with Boards

In 2011, Kim Strassner made cutting boards with
words carved into the wood for Christmas gifts for
family and friends.
This year, her product was named to Oprah’s
Favorite Things. Strassner, who co-owns Words with
Boards with her husband, Mike Pararas, is one of
two Maryland-based business owners to make the
list.
The other was Pappas’ Crab Cakes.
“It’s putting us on the map,” Strassner said of
making Oprah’s iconic list. “It’s huge.”
Words with Boards hand carves words into wood
cutting boards. Crafted from sustainably forested
American hardwoods and designed to be long-lasting
showpieces, the boards are made and hand-finished
in the company’s recently opened 4,000-square-foot
Hampden studio.

Montgomery County natives with a product
development and design background, Strassner and
Pararas fabricated their first cutting boards in 2011
from leftover butcher block. For added interest,
they personalized them by cutting names out of the
wood.
The boards — each with hand-cut letters and
hand-sanded and oiled with food-grade mineral oil
— soon were selling at retail markets and gift shows.
Words with Boards became an official company in
2013 and has sold over 5,000 boards to date.
Strassner said the boards also were endorsed by
Martha Stewart, who made Words with Boards an
American Made finalist earlier this year.
Strassner said the company has more than doubled
business from last year. Landing on Oprah’s list is
expected to keep the orders coming in, she said.
Already, she said, there has been a “major uptick”
in orders since Oprah’s magazine went on sale this
week.
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From left, Nancy Floreen, Natali Fani-Gonzalez and Bernice
Mireku-North were among those who attended the Path to
Excellence networking event. Floreen was one of the event’s
co-hosts.

Photos by Maximilian Franz/The Daily Record

Maryland’s Top 100 and Leading Women pose at the Path to Excellence networking event at the American Dance Institute in
Rockville.

THE DAILY RECORD HOSTS
NETWORKING EVENTS
The Daily Record held Path to Excellence networking events in October and
November.
In October, The Daily Record hosted an event in Montgomery County, and
in November on the Eastern Shore at the Hyatt Regency in Cambridge.
The networking events, hosted by The Daily Record and Maryland’s Top 100
and Leading Women, will take place throughout the state over the next year.
The event in Montgomery County drew about 65 people and was held at the
American Dance Institute in Rockville. The event Nov. 16 on the Eastern Shore
drew about 100 people.
Montgomery County’s event was hosted by Kiesha Haughton Smoots,
managing director of the Maryland Women’s Business Center and a Leading
Woman. Her co-hosts were Ellen Bogage, CEO of Chesapeake Public Strategies,
and Montgomery County Councilwoman Nancy Floreen.
The event on the Eastern Shore was hosted by Dr. Peggy Naleppa, of
Peninsula Regional Medical Center. Her co-hosts included Dr. Juliette B. Bell,
Judy L. Bixler, Dr. Veronique Diriker, Dr. Janet E. Dudley-Eshbach and Susan
Purnell.
“The Daily Record launched its Top 100 Women program 20 years ago,
and our commitment to supporting women has continued,” Suzanne FischerHuettner, publisher of The Daily Record, said. “The Path to Excellence
magazine and networking series will allow us to feature and connect with
exceptional women statewide.”
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The Daily Record’s Path to Excellence event on the Eastern
Shore was held Nov. 16.

Kiesha Haughton Smoots (left) addresses attendees at the
Path to Excellence networking event. Smoots, a Leading
Woman, was the event’s host.

Suzanne Fischer-Huettner, publisher of The Daily Record,
talks to about 65 people who attended the Path to Excellence networking event.
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PATH TO EXCELLENCE

NETWORKING SERIES
Do not miss this opportunity to networking with Maryland’s Top 100 and Leading Women.
The Daily Record will host free networking events in nine locations across the state
annually, giving women the opportunity for networking, professional growth and to give
back to a community nonprofit organization.
February 2016

May 2016

September 2016

Publication: Feb. 5
Networking Event
Baltimore City

Publication: May 6
Networking Event
Howard County

Publication: Sept. 6
Networking Event: TBD

March 2016

June 2016

Publication: March 4
Networking Event
Baltimore County: March 2

Publication: June 3
Networking Event
Frederick County

April 2016

August 2016

Publication: April 1
Networking Event
Prince George’s County

Publication: Aug. 5
Networking Event: TBD

October 2016
Publication: Oct. 3
Networking Event: TBD

November 2016
Publication: Nov. 4
Networking Event: TBD

BE PART OF THE EXCITEMENT!
Go to www.thedailyrecord.com/path-to-excellence for details about the new Path to
Excellence magazine, dates for networking events and one-of-a-kind content featuring
Maryland’s top female business and legal leaders.
To register for one of the free networking events, call Erin Cunningham at 443-524-8155
or email erin.cunningham@thedailyrecord.com
For ideas related to content in Path to Excellence, contact Erin Cunningham at 443-524-8155
or email erin.cunningham@thedailyrecord.com
PATH TO EXCELLENCE 		
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DIGITAL REPAIR

All-female team merges high tech and high touch
to serve stroke survivors
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T

hree professors at Towson University have
developed a mobile app called ARMStrokes
that allows stroke survivors to use a smart
phone to perform their rehab exercises
anywhere.
Stroke is a major contributor to adult
disability in many countries. According
to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, more than 795,000 people in the United
States have a stroke each year. Stroke often causes longterm disabilities that affect cognitive, physical, and
speech functions. Prompt and intensive rehabilitation
exercise is critical for stroke recovery. However, only
31 percent of stroke survivors actually complete
recommended exercise due to a variety of factors,
including issues of accessibility and lack of motivation.
Smartphones are easily accessible and can be carried
anyplace. They also do not require complicated
installation or configuration processes, and can serve
as a resource for learning and entertainment. With the
proper app, smartphones can be used as a rehabilitation
platform. Individuals can play rehabilitation games
delivered through mobile phones while watching TV,
relaxing in the park, or even waiting in line in a grocery
store. In addition to the benefit of easy access, the mobile
phone can also support timely communication between
stroke survivors, therapists and their caregivers, so that
compliance to in-home exercise programs and progress
can be monitored effectively.
“Since the functionality of stroke patients varies
dramatically, ARMStrokes can be easily customized
to fit each stroke survivor’s specific functionalities in
different recovery stages,” says Dr. Sonia Lawson who
works in the area of adult neurological conditions and
stroke rehabilitation in the Department of Occupational
Therapy and Occupational Science. Completing the
interdisciplinary team is Dr. Katherine Tang and Dr.
Heidi Feng, who are both members of the Department
of Computer and Information Sciences faculty. Dr.
Tang’s research focuses on multimedia and game design.
Dr. Feng is an expert in assistive technologies, human
computer interaction and health informatics.
During each exercise session, the app guides the user
through a series of gross motor movements (movements
that use the large muscles in the arms, legs, torso and
feet) and provides visual, audio and haptic feedback,
usually in the form of phone vibrations, according to
the quality of the movement performed.
ARMStrokes supports several arm motions such as
shoulder flexion, abduction, elbow flexion and extension,
and forearm pronation/supination. Built-in smartphone
sensors detect the excursion of movements – number of
repetitions and degree of movement – and transmit the
data to a secured server. With a password, a therapist,
caregiver or user can access the secured data server via a

Figure 1. Screenshots of two games in ARMStrokes

Figure 2. Screenshots for daily goals and calibration settings.

website to track performance and progress over time and
improve therapy outcomes. The therapist can also make
modifications to exercise programs remotely through
the secure network.
The research team is conducting a field study
in collaboration with the University of Maryland
Rehabilitation and Orthopaedic Institute to evaluate
the app without patients.
The project is supported by both the Aetna
Foundation and the School of Emerging Technologies at
Towson University. More information about the project
is available at www.tustroketech.com.
Jinjuan Feng, associate professor, computer and
information sciences
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HEALTHY LIVING
Making healthy choices during
the holidays can help make it your best season ever….

WHERE ARE YOU HEADING?
S
tatistics show, for those of you that exercise a minimum of 3 times per week for 20
minutes and have a healthy body mass index of 25*, you could see a gain of just 1
pound during the Holidays. Nothing wrong with that. If you live a sedentary life
and have a body mass index of 25 or more, you could see greater weight gain of 5
pounds or more during the Holidays. Which group do you belong to? Either way, here
are some simple steps to keep you focused and avoid gaining unwanted weight.

VISUALIZE – Picture yourself at your best.
Hang your favorite pair of skinny jeans in your
closet or post a picture of your favorite healthy
icon on your mirror. Every morning and every
night believe you will fit loosely in those jeans
or you will feel healthy and lean similar to
your favorite icon. Thinking and dreaming are
important emotional exercises that lead into
taking action such as….
WORKOUTS – Amp up your workouts by
diversifying and increasing your frequency.
Try a Boot Camp class, hire a personal
trainer, take a Barre class or take a run in
your neighborhood. Remember variety or any
form of movement adds spice to your life and
amps up your metabolism to burn that fat!
Remember to keep the mental picture of your
favorite fitting jeans front of mind to motivate
you through your workouts.

DRINK – Water that is….While Holiday toasting
is part of the season festivities, keep it in
check. Substitute some of your alcohol intake
with water. A little carbonated water with a
twist of lime is all the bubbly you may need.
At least alternate a drink of water in between
cocktails as this will curb your thirst and help to
keep you from filling up with alcohol alone.
SUPPORT – Surround yourself around like
minded individuals that want to stay healthy.
Choose a select group of positive friends that
share your healthy holiday weight management
goals and have them help you stay focused.
Your friends should help to inspire you to eat
clean, workout daily for 20 minutes and drink
plenty of water. Why not invite your friends to
join you during this season and see how much
closer you all become.
GRATITUDE – Remember the reason for your
season! Give thanks and don’t stress. Enjoy
the time you spend with those that really matter
to you as they give you positive energy and
give thanks that they are in your life. Your
focus needs to be on giving and gaining
energy instead of generating and
creating stress. Be grateful
you are taking charge of
your life.

WHAT’S YOUR BMI?
How about for this Holiday
season you plan to come out
better than where you started?
It’s not easy but it will be
well worth the effort to avoid
gaining additional pounds in
less than desirable places.
You now have a head start on
that Fitness resolution you are
sure to make in the New Year!
* To calculate your BMI - (The
metric formula is more simple,
but since most Americans
don’t know their weight in
kilograms or height in meters,
here is the Imperial version):
BMI = (weight in lbs x 703) /
height in inches2
It’s an odd formula, but it
works. Knowing your BMI
is important for your health
management. Try it out.
Submitted by the MAC team.
For questions, email jurban@
macwellness.com
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MOVERS & SHAKERS
Each issue of Path to Excellence will feature women on the move.
Please share your promotions, new positions and other professional milestones at thedailyrecord.com/movers.
Melissa Edwards |
1ST MARINER BANK

Schinnell Leake |
EXTRA-ORDINARY
BIRTHDAYS

Melissa Edwards has
joined 1st Mariner Bank,
the largest independently
owned bank in Baltimore, as a senior
portfolio manager. Edwards will support
commercial lending by facilitating new
loans and managing existing banking
relationships.

Schinnell Leake, of College
Park, is among a group of
10 women recently selected as a L’Oréal
Paris 2015 Women of Worth Honoree. The
honorees are being recognized for making a
difference in their communities.
After learning that more than 2,000
children live in homeless shelters throughout
the Washington, D.C. area, Leake decided
to form Extra-Ordinary Birthdays, the only
organization of its kind in the capital that
throws individualized birthday parties for
homeless children to make them feel loved
and valued. Using her party-planning
background, Leake has thrown more than
400 birthday parties in the last five years
and Extra-Ordinary Birthdays has partnered
with six homeless shelters in Maryland and
Washington, D.C.
Leake also is in the running to be selected
as a National Honoree. Voting was still
ongoing until Nov. 20, after this publication
went to press.

Mary McLaughlin |
COMCAST
Mary McLaughlin has
been appointed senior vice
president of the Beltway
region with Comcast, which includes
Maryland, Virginia, Washington, D.C.
and parts of Delaware, North Carolina and
West Virginia. In this role, McLaughlin
is the senior executive responsible for
operations, network development, financial
performance and the overall customer
experience for more than two million
customers and 5,000 employees in the
Beltway Region.

Mother, daughter,
wife, sister...friend.

Jan Hines |
HOWARD HOSPITAL
FOUNDATION
Howard
Hospital
Foundation, which provides
philanthropic support to Howard County
General Hospital, promoted Jan Hines to
director of major gifts. In her new role,
Hines will identify, solicit and cultivate
donors to raise major and planned gifts for
Howard County General Hospital.

Kimberly Hahn |
WEICHERT REALTORSCATON PROPERTIES
Kimberly Hahn has
joined
Ellicott
Citybased
Weichert
Realtors-Caton
Properties as a Realtor. Hahn will work
with property buyers and sellers in Howard
County and surrounding areas. Fluent in
English and Korean, Hahn is member of
the Howard County Association of Realtors.

Lori A. Villegas

As a woman, you play many roles for the people who are
most important to you. At Morgan Stanley, you can expect
to work with a Financial Advisor who has the experience
and resources needed to help you prepare for the future.

Senior Vice President | Wealth Advisor
650 S. Exeter Street, Suite 1100
Baltimore, MD 21202
410-736-5570
lori.villegas@morganstanley.com
www.morganstanleyfa.com/
lori.villegas

© 2015 Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC. Member SIPC.
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Q & A: WHAT WAS YOUR PATH?
Paula
Miller
Director
Baltimore County
Public Library
(BCPL)
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What initially drew you
to your current position?
What drew me to libraries
are the opportunities that their
resources provide to people: We
truly do change lives on a daily
basis. What drew me to BCPL
was the library system’s heritage
of excellent service and the
opportunity to have an impact,
through that service, on such a
large population/region.

How do you find a way
of integrating your passion
into your everyday life?
First of all, I am fortunate
to have discovered work that
I absolutely love, early in my
career. Second, mindfulness
grounds me – finding small
moments, both personal and
professional, that make life and
work a delight. My grandkids also
ground me -- in fun, creativity,
and spontaneity. My philosophy
of “gracious leadership” helps me
focus on the passion of the work
rather than the drama or crises
that can sometimes intervene.

Describe what role
mentoring has played in your
career?

PAULA MILLER
Title: Director
Organization: Baltimore County Public
Library (BCPL)
Age: 62
Family Details: My husband is an artist.
We have three sons (in Philadelphia,
Columbus, and Colorado Springs) and two
grandchildren
Education: Bachelors in Psychology (Kent
State University); Masters in Library
Science (University of Maryland)
Career Details: I have been a Director
of libraries since I was 32: Dover Public
Library (DE), Eastern Shore Regional Library
(MD), Westlake Porter Public Library (OH),
Pikes Peak Library District (CO), and now
Baltimore County Public Library.
Favorite Book: I can’t choose just one
favorite, but a couple of my favorite authors
are Barbara Kingsolver and Louise Erdrich. I
love award-winning fiction and nonfiction.
Top Vacation Destination: Anywhere at
the ocean or in the mountains. That’s an
advantage of living in Maryland: We’re close
to both.
Hobbies: Music, walking, and poetry… I
write poetry when I have time.

Besides my parents and grandmothers, my mentors have been
a library director, a city manager, and some women politicians.

Several individuals that I
informally mentored have gone
on to be Assistant Directors or
Directors of libraries.

You’ve reached the top
of your field. Are there goals
you are still striving for?
My goal for BCPL is to provide
stellar library service to our
800,000+ residents and to make
BCPL a national leader among
libraries. My goal within my
field is to continue to encourage
libraries to integrate new
trends (the maker movement,
gamification, mobile and
emerging technologies) into
our traditional image and roles
(early literacy, books, being an
‘instrument of democracy’), and
to advocate for public libraries as
one of the most critical resources
and most valued organizational
partners in our communities.

What advice do you have
for younger women hoping
to follow your same career
path?

Match your work to your
passion. Play to your strengths.
Maintain a high standard of
ethics, and be authentic in both
personal and professional decision-making. Most importantly —
Respect, include, and develop everyone along your path.

“MY PHILOSOPHY OF “GRACIOUS LEADERSHIP” HELPS ME FOCUS on the
passion of the work rather than the drama or crises that can sometimes intervene.”
PATH TO EXCELLENCE 		
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WEEKEND WARRIOR

Women’s passions extend beyond their work and families. In this space each month, Path to Excellence will explore
women’s unique hobbies, interests and other activities they do in their spare time. If you would like to be featured as a
“weekend warrior,” please contact Erin Cunningham at erin.cunningham@thedailyrecord.com or call 443-524-8155.

By Heather Cobun
Heather.Cobun@TheDailyRecord.com

M

anaging a farm is time
consuming, but it was
never too time consuming
for attorney Debra G.
Schubert.
“You make time for
things that are important,” said
Schubert, Towson solo-practitioner
and immediate past president of the
Maryland State Bar Association.
After her year as MSBA president
took her away from her Harford
County property more than she would
have liked, she said she’s excited to
transition out of the position and
get back to one of her hobbies: team
roping.
“It comes from cowboys out west,”
Schubert said of the rodeo event. “It’s
a skill they had to have.”
Two-person teams ride trained
“roping horses” and rope and tie a
steer released from a chute, according
to Schubert, a 2015 Maryland’s Top
100 Women honoree.
While she has participated in local
competitions as an amateur, Schubert said roping remains a hobby.
“For me, it’s just fun,” she said. “There’s a lot more roping going
on in this area than people realize.”
There are rodeo circuits throughout the country, according to
Schubert, and the national finals are in Las Vegas every year where
professionals can rope a steer in a matter of seconds.
A close friend who participated in team roping got her interested,
and Schubert said she thought it looked fun. Schubert got her first
horse a little over 16 years ago then got a trained roping horse from

Alabama, appropriately named Bama.
Finding herself the owner of two
horses and a private law practice,
Schubert decided it was time to buy
a farm.
“It’s been a labor of love,” she
said of the fixer-upper property she
purchased. “I love the farm.”
The property is now outfitted with
a roping arena and stadium lighting
but when she was practicing her
roping a lot, Schubert said she drove
to Pennsylvania two nights each
week.
“I just knew those two nights were
my nights to go up,” she said, calling
roping her release.
Schubert said her hobby has fallen
to the wayside in recent years, in part
because of her duties to the MSBA
and in part because of the loss of two
of her horses to old age and illness.
With two colts in training —
Bama’s grandchildren — Schubert
said the timing is perfect for her to
start roping more.
Schubert also has a trail horse,
which she takes out in the park
adjacent to her property.
“It’s kind of nice to go out on a trail ride and not talk about the
law,” she said.
Making time for the farm and her horses has been an important
release, Schubert said, recommending that attorneys find an activity
that relaxes them.
Schubert said being MSBA president was the best job in the world,
and she continues to be devoted to the organization, particularly
projects she spearheaded during her tenure, like the veteran’s court
in Baltimore City which convened for the first time Oct. 13.

“It’s kind of nice to go out on a trail ride AND NOT TALK ABOUT THE LAW.”
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DRESS TO IMPRESS

Each month, Path to Excellence will feature a column on business fashion and trends. If you have a question or topic you
would like to see addressed, or if you would like to share your expertise on this topic, please email Erin Cunningham at
erin.cunningham@thedailyrecord.com.

‘T

is the season for fun and festivities, but you need to
be aware that how you look and what you wear is
important for your career, especially at business parties.
Dressing for work-related festive events can be
challenging during the fall-winter holiday season.
Remember, this is an office holiday party, not a
Hollywood red carpet event. Your best choice is classic dressing,
and your goal is to be dressed appropriately for all occasions!
If the party takes place during the daytime, you can dress
less formally than for an evening event. You can wear dresses
and skirts in thicker fabrics like wool, with silk blouses and a
beautiful blazer or a special cardigan. But, keep in mind that
Christmas is a wonderful and an elegant celebration.
How you present yourself is VERY important, and here are
some key tips to keep in mind. The cardinal rule is, “Do not wear
clothes that reveal too much skin.” Remember that a certain kind
of office dress code still remains.
Avoid deep cleavages, sheer blouses and dresses and skirts
that are too short or too tight.
Do not wear attire that is too casual for an elegant office
Christmas party.
Choose darker seasonal colors and dressy fabrics, which make
you look classy and appropriate for the event. Be sure that your
hair looks tidy and go for a classic but natural makeup look.
During evening events it is fine to wear a chic cocktail dress.
It should not have a plunging neckline. It should not be shorter

than slightly above the knee, and it should be opaque. Less is
more in terms of sparkles, metals and jewelry. A cocktail dress
that is simple and follows these guidelines is sophisticated and
will likely leave an indelible and attractive impression on all who
attend the party. A great option for an elegant and chic Christmas
office party look is a lace dress.
Work-related holiday parties are not the time to take fashion
risks. When planning your outfit, “always err on the side of
appropriate dress,” says Al Stewart, an executive coach who
has worked with hundreds of executives and other members of
leadership teams. “Even if the company has a casual dress policy,
whether on Friday or every day, regard the holiday party as a time
when individuals observe appropriate dress codes — party dress
attire.”
Your office holiday party is an official event to dress up for
and look and feel elegant. Have fun and look fabulous in a classy,
appropriate way.
Salli Ward, a 2015 Top 100 Woman, is a wardrobe
stylist and president of Wonderful Wardrobes.
She has built her personal stylist business to help
hundreds of women look and feel wonderful about
how they look and dress. She also has taught many
women how to present a polished and professional
image. Feel free to contact her and ask her your
fashion questions at sallijward@aol.com or call her at
410-654-2459 or 410-428-5566. Visit her website at
www.salliward-doncaster.com.
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LI
Continued from page 19

one lawyer in the agency grew concerned.
He had cited some Asian Americans who
think it is racist to eliminate their accents,
and who think that the mainstream culture
should assimilate them the way they are.
OK. Fine. I can understand that
viewpoint. But I am not about taking
something away from anybody. I am
looking to add to people’s strengths, to
give them additional tools to achieve
all that they are able. I am not looking
to homogenize Asian Americans or deAsianize them. An accent, by itself, is not a
problem. But if people cannot understand
what the person with the accent is saying,
you can’t blame them for moving on. I
have helped many people who manage
to retain some of the lovely tones of their
original Asian languages, for example,
but who now express themselves clearly,
effectively and with enhanced credibility
and authority.
And by the way, this is basic to
protecting their civil rights.
But the lawyer in that agency had his way.
He was more concerned about “protecting”
his agency from some potential claim
that the work of helping Asian Americans
succeed was actually a sign of racism. So
those staffers did not get the help they
needed. Chalk up a victory for, well, I don’t
even know what to call it. Maybe reverse
political correctness. Those who care more
about process than people won. Believe it or
not, this lawyer is Asian American himself.
The issue at the heart of my work
is reducing barriers. It is how I help people,
particularly those in my AAPI community.
Accent/speech modification is only a part of
this training, a tactical aspect supporting
the overall strategy of improving
communication skills and increasing
cross-cultural understanding. And it is a
two-way street, as we also find employers
and managers sometimes need help
surmounting cultural misunderstanding.
This is all about being understood, plain
and simple.
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It can be uncomfortable, painful even,
to be the “outsider.” I was made fun of,
or mocked, and ridiculed in the workplace
when I had that multi-layered accent .
And that is a reason I am so passionate
about this work. I overcame the attempts
to marginalize me, so I understand
when foreign-born professionals express
their frustration that their voices
are not being heard, and that they
find themselves relegated to the sidelines.
In May 2013, I was honored as the
“Best Cross-Cultural Communicator
of the Year” by the MD Washington
Minority Companies Association. I was
asked to speak about AAPI civil rights at
the awards ceremony. Here is an excerpt
of that speech, which I think underscores
what I have been saying here:
“While first generation Asian American
immigrants had fought for the right to
naturalize and the right to own property—
essentially, the right to BE Americans, the
last generation began to fight for their
rights AS Americans.
Now, I think the challenge for OUR
generation is the fact that so many
new immigrants’ civil rights are still denied.
But not by racist or outdated laws. It is
because the lack of communication skills
hinders the journey across the bridge over
the cultural divide. And that is preventing
us from achieving our full potential, in
many cases.”
Empowering the AAPI community is the
driving force of my founding TransPacific
Communications 19 years ago. This was a
decision that has kept me going and fuels
my heart to serve more people who could
use the lift of a lifetime.
And now my secret is out.
Dottie Li is the founder and managing
director of TransPacific Communications LLC.
She has extensive global expertise in public
relations training. Her path has taken her
from her hometown in China to the corridors of
government, association and corporate power in
Washington, D.C. Now sharing her expertise
as a cross-cultural communications expert,
Li also is the voice and voice coach of Rosetta
Stone’s Mandarin products. This is the first of
an occasional series that Li is writing for Path
to Excellence.

TIME
Continued from page 18

be open to trying new things that may serve
you by being more effective and save time.

6. Focus on One Thing At a Time
Contrary to common belief that
multitasking is a necessity and helps you get
more done, the majority of studies show that
multi-tasking actually hinders productivity.
Having a master project list to reference in
Google drive for example can get you focused
on one project at a time and get you lasered
in on the tasks associated with that for
maximizing your productivity. “Batching” is
doing similar activities. Batching your day
can leverage your time also. For example if
you are responding to emails here and there
throughout the day it takes more time than
if you were to schedule a block of time in
your day to respond all at once.

7. Know Where Your Time Drainers Are
The best way to get control of your time
and know where you are wasting time
on unnecessary technology is to calendar
everything in to your iCal, Google cal or
Outlook. At the beginning of the week, fill
every slot with what you anticipate you will
spend your time on, then during the week in
“real time” edit the calendar to reflect what
you actually did. At the end of the week you
will have an actual account of where your
“time leaks” are and you can modify for
better productivity.
Rebecca Matias is an intuitive business coach,
author and inspirational speaker who supports
passionate, high-achieving women entrepreneurs
eliminate the patterns and subconscious beliefs
that hold them back, so they can break through to
their next level of success. Rebecca takes a fierce,
laser-focused approach to helping women create
6-7 figure businesses and lives they love because
she believes that “when women are financially
empowered, the world changes for the better.”
Rebecca is a proud mother of two amazing boys
and is committed to rocking her life out in every
area to live her highest potential.
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“

The Daily Record gives me
access to the information I
need to make decisions. As
President & CEO of Goodwill
Industries of the Chesapeake,
Inc., I rely on information to
help our stores grow and to
be aware of policies that
affect the individuals we
serve. The content is timely

”

and a part of my daily routine.

Lisa Rusyniak
President & CEO, Goodwill
Industries of the Chesapeake Inc.
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